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PRESS RELEASE 
 
NBP Top Management and CBAs Conform to Maintain Industrial Relations and Take the 

Bank to New Heights 
 
President National Bank of Pakistan Ali Raza has attributed the exceptional performance of the 
bank in most adverse circumstances to the dedication and hard work and professional expertise of 
NBP employees. President NBP thanked the workers on behalf of the top management for the 
bank by enabling the institution to post the highest after tax profit in the banking sector of the 
country.  
 
Despite financial crisis, decreasing profits and downsizing across the globe in sectors of the 
economy and specially in banking industry, NBP has neither done downsizing not slashed the 
perks and salaries but rather has increased the perks and salaries and has recruitment because 
NBP has shown tremendous growth.  
  
President NBP said competent and professional workforce is the most valuable asset of any 
organization. The NBP he added is lucky to possess a highly qualified force of employees that are 
ready to accept any challenge from the competitors. He assured that the bank management on its 
part is fully committed to safeguard the interest of not only existing workforce but also its retired 
employees. He said it is the corporate social responsibility of the bank to look after its employees 
and ensure their sustained capacity building through refresher courses, seminars and workshops. 
 
President NBP assured the employees that the bank would continue to look after them even after 
retirement. He expressed confidence that the workers would double up their efforts to keep NBP 
the flag bearer of Pakistan’s banking industry.  
 
Each and every employee of this Bank are appreciative of the management’s compassionate, 
caring and positive approach towards them and they in turn have reciprocated by their sincere 
contribution in making this Bank strongest ever and most commercially strong institution in the 
country.    
 
NBP management is confident that its employees will continue to demonstrate still higher 
devotion and dedication for the progress of this institution and continue to serve its customers 
with greater enthusiasm and commitment.   
 
The meeting was addressed by President NBP, Syed Ali Raza, Dr. Mirza Abrar Baig Group 
Chief, HRM & AG, Secretary General Syed Saeed haider, Mr. Anwar Shah Chairman CBA, Mr. 
Qaiser Buland Khan Unit Incharge, Mr.Abdul Qadeer Joint Unit Incharge MQM Unit NBP.   
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